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LIBER IX

AETAS
Time is construction.
The problem with buildings is that they look desperately static. It seems almost impossible to grasp them as movement, as flight, as a series of transformations. How irritating it is for us not to be able to picture, as one continuous movement, the project flow that makes up a building.

Bruno Latour, Albena Yaneva; Give Me a Gun and I Will Make All Buildings Move
Case Studies
SUBTRACT
Workshop II. CONSTRUCTION AND TIME

Model Processing
Workshop III. PROGRAM AND TIME

Thinking with Images
BUILDING IN TIME
Robert Stürzl / Spector Books

CONSTRUCTION IN TIME
Björn Vanoverberghe

PROGRAM IN TIME
Olivier Campagne

Workshop Guests
PART II
THREE TIMES
THREE PROJECTS
A BUILDING FOR $10^{-1}$ YEARS